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Summary
In estimating the finite population total on a current occasion,

three strategies are proposed and studied Involving sample selection with
varying probabilities on an earlier occasion, stratlfled sub-sampling In
three different ways from the Initial sample and current sarnpllng
Independently from the entire population and suitable combination of
the survey data and available values of an auxiliary variable. Some of
these strategies are found better than comparable strategies available.

Keywords : Sampling over two occasions, SRSWOR, PPSWOR,
Rao- Hartley-Cochran Strategies.

Introduction

Following the works of Raj [5], Ghangurde and Rao [4], Chotai
[2], Chaudhrl and Arnab [1]we consider and compare performances
ofthree strategies for estimating the finite population (ofsize N) total
of a variable on a current occasion (y) using the values of it on a
previous occasion (x) available from an initial sample, a current
sub-sample from that and an independent sample currently drawn
from the entire population. Specifically, on the first occasion a
PPSWR sample Si of size ni is taken fi-om the entire population U
using known size-measures zi's (>0 for i = 1, . . ., N). Utilizing the
ascertained x-values for them, on the basis of certain criteria, the
ni sample units are assigned to L strata. Let ytj , Xhj and Zhj be the
value of jth unit of hth (=1 L) stratum for the characters y, x
and z respectively. Typically, a random number
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nih 0 < nih Sm ,^ nih = ni ofthese ni units will constitute

the h th stratum say, Sih- On the second occasion, independent
sub-samples S2h's (say), ofsizes mh = Yh nih (withyh pre-assigned,
0 < Yh < 1 ) are chosen independently from respective Sih's (h = 1. .
. ., L), each following suitable schemes utilizing known Zj's and

ascertained Xi's. We will write m = ^ mh u =n2 - mwith n2 (<N)
h=l .

chosen as a positive integer, large ifnecessary, such that u may not
be negative. Here n2 is pre- assigned but u and m are random. A
sample ofsize u is then drawn from U again by PPSWR method using
Zi's. In the next section we describe 3 procedures for drawing the
stratified sub-sample which lead to three distinct strategies for

N

estimating the y-total, say Y=^ yi. The study however, is purely
1

theoretical.

2. The Proposed Strategies And Related Results;

For the strategies denoted respectively as 1, 2 and 3, S2h's are
selected from Sih's respectively by (i) SRSWOR method, (ii) PPSWR
method with normed size measures taken as qhi =

(Xhi/ Zhi) /^ (Xhi/Zhi) expecting high correlation between yand xand
S,h

(iii) Rao-Hartley-Cochran [7] (RHC in brief) method with normed size

measures again as qhi. Let us write Yh = ^ Yhj , Xh = ^ Xhj ,
J J

Zh = Zhj . Y= 2 Yh , X= 2 Xh , Z= J Zh , Phj = Zhj/Z.
J h h h

Ph =WZ ,Wh =nih/ni .V(y|z) =zyy^-Y='t f Zhj

^ ch. s - Xhl

nih Phj ^ nih Phj

nih Phj qhj ^ nih Phj
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Qijj = sum of qiik values for the group containing jth unit of hth
stratum that was formed in selecting S2h by RHC scheme of
sampling, c^i's are constants minimizing variances of T[(h),

T,= Wh Tj(h)fori=1.2.3andT =2 ^
K Pi

The proposed estimators for Y based on strategy i (= 1, 2, 3) is

ti = (piTi + (l -(piT (1)

where, is a constant to be chosen to minimize Vftj), the variance

of ti-

Theorem J : E (Tj) = Y and V(Ti) =

- 1
Yh

ni

,2with Vh (di Iz) = 2 - (Yh - Chi Xh)^
j PhJ

Proof: Let EiCVj) be the expectation (variance) over n, (nj i Hjl)
and E2(V2), EgCVg) be the conditional expectations (variance), over
Sill's for fixed nj and over S2h's for fixed Sih and iij respectively. The
covariance operators Vy (i ^ j = 1,2, 3) are similarly defined.

E yhj/phj
E(Ti) =El E2 E3 (Ti) = Ei E2 ^

= EiJ WhYh/Ph = Y
h

and V(Ti)=EiV23(Ti)+ViE23(Ti)= Ei^;. V23T1 (h)+ Vi|';^ WhYh/Pu

El Jw^
(nihPii) '

+ (1/mh- 1/nih)

2 (yhj~ '-hi *hj) Ph' PhJ" C^h ^hi X^)
} .

]+v '2)whYh/Ph
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^-i-1
Yh

Vh(d,lz)/Ph + V(ylz)

285

Hh

(Since V(Wh)= cov (w^w^) =—for k= 1 ..... L ]
ni ni

Now following the proof of the theorem 1 one may prove the
following theorems:

2;{1- l/(niPh)
Vh(d2|x)

PhYh
+ V(ylz)

Theorem 2: ECTg) = Y and V(T2)=
ni

with Vh(d2 lx)= y (yhj- Ch2Zhj)^ - (Yh- Ch2Zh)'
Xhj

Jd/Yh-l)
Vh(d3|x)

-+V(y|z)

Theorem 3; E(T3) = Y and V(T3)=
ni

with Vh(d3 lx)= 2 (yhj- ChsZhj)® ^ - (Yh- ChsZhf
XhJ

Let us denote by Vh(r| t)= thjW ^
ij jj

6h(r. s 11)= •
- [Vh(r|t)Vh(s|t)

Vh(y|z)
0h= i-6h(y. x|z) V(y|z) •

1- 6h(y. zjx)

Vh(y|x)
V(y|z) •

u

; r, t = X. y. z.

9i 1--
(ni Ph)

0h= 1- 6h (y. z|x)

Vh (y|x) .
V(y|z)
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(1/Yh-l)

A3= l) e'i/Ph :

A2 = 2 :

The optimum values of Chi's (to be written c{d) obtained by
minimizing V(Ti)'s with respect to Chi's (i = 1. 2, 3) and corresponding
values ofV(Ti)'s to be written as Vo(Ti)'s are

Cm= 6h (y. XI z) VVh(y Iz)/Vh (x| z) ; Vo(T,)= (1+A,) V (y| z)/n,

cl.2= 6h (y. z Ix) VVh(y|x)/Vh(z|x) : Vo(T2)= (1+Az) V (y|z)/ni

Ch3= 6h (y. z IX) VVh(y|x)/Vh(z|x) : Vo(T3)= (1+ A3) V (y| z)/n,

Let E^, Vu denote expectation and variance operators for
variation over u and E(T| u). V(T| u) denote conditional expectation
and conditional variance for fixed u. Then

Eu

V(T)=

y yf .
r Pi

u

1-V(u)
(E(u))''

V(y|z)

E(u)

= [where 1/|®= 1- (coefBcient of variation of uf]

The optimum values of ^Is to be denoted by <I>io and
corresponding values ofV(ti) written as Vo(ti) (say) come out as

$10= {1+ (1+ AOlVf'. Vo(W= |1+ (1/Ai)+ t jifV(yIz)/ni
writing \i= E(u)/ni

The optimum values of y'hS for given 112 denoted by y'oi obtained
by minimizing Vo(ti) with respect to Vh come out as :

Yih

1-xi^ V9^ . vi. =l(i-22 ver ) ver/p.
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ysh

^Ph?Ph

Let us denote by c, Cq and ah(aD the total cost, overhead cost
and cost per unit for the hth stratum on second (first) occasion
respectively. Then for the cost function of the form c = Cq +

2 cih Uh+ ^ aiimji considered by Rao [6] with Uh as the
un-matched sample size in hth strutam we have optimum values of
Yih for the given expected cost c* = ' E(c) =

.Co+ ni ^ tth Ph+ ni ^ Yh Ph] ^ cthPh for the three strategies
^ ' I h j

as follows:

Ylh= ) j^Ph xH(l-20h/Ph)

Y2h= V0k(vr^ - vTBpk) r'

Y3h= ve^ (vr^ - )(iPh v^hd- 20i;/Ph)f'
If the total sample size for the second occasion n2 in kept fixed

and the proportional allocation is used, the optimum ylh's written as
Yi* and the value of Vo(ti) denoted as Vmin(ti) come out as

. vbT
1+VB7

Y2 =

Y3

1+VB^

1+

where, Bi =
%

Ph

Vmin (tJ - 2n,

Vmin (t2)= na+ni (l-VBi")'

Vmux(t3)= Ino- 2ni

-1

na- ni+
d+VBi")

Ba
Ph ' Ph

In particular when nj = na = n we have the minimum variances as:

Vmin(ti) = (1+ VbT ) V (yIz)(2n)-' ;

B3 =
Se'h

-1
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V^(t2) =[n|l+(l-VB^f

VmM = (1+VBi") V (yIz)(2n)-'

3. Relative Efficiencies of the Proposed Strategies :

To compare the efficiencies of the proposed strategies we note

that if Vo(TO> Vo(Tj) for a fixed set of yh's (h=l, . . L) we have

Vo(ti)> \(o(tj) for i j = 1, 2. 3. Thus comparing Vo(Ti) with Vo(T2) we
note that the strategy 1is superior or inferior to strategy 2 according
as Yh > or <1 - 0J/9hV- h = 1 L. Similarly strategy 1 is superior
or inferior to strategy 3 according as 0h< or > 0^ V h = 1 L.
Strategy 3 is superior to strategy 2 since we have assumed
mh 2 I V- h and hence Ema = ni Ph Vh a 1 V" h = 1 L.Raj [5],
Chaudhuri and Arnab [1], Ghangurde and Rao [4], Chotai [2],
considered the strategies (to be denoted respectively as 0, 4, 5, 6) of
sampling over two occasions with ni = n2 = n. The expressions for
the variances for their estimators of Y denoted by V(to). V(t4), V(t5),
V(t6) respectively are

.-1

V(y|z)

V(to) =

V(t4) =

1+ 2(1-p) V(y|z)(2n)-'

V (y|z) (2n)-'
n.

1+1 l-S '̂Cy, xjz)

V(t5)= N l-n|2(l-p)(l+Pn/N)
N

V(t6) = N
n1-^ +2{1-6 (y.x|z)

i/i

where p= ^
i=i

(y,-Y) (Xi- 5E)

S(yi-Y)^2;(Xi-5Z)
1 1

p= N(1- 6(y. x| z)| 2 (yi- V'' {(1- P) V(y |z)

i ^
N Yy Ti

Z, N

V (y|z)

v(y|z) •
(2n)(N-l)

-1
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The expression for V(t5) was obtained by Chotai [2]. Chaudhury
and Amab modified Raj's estimator and, it is of the form
t4= (pT4+(l-(p)T

and 2 denotes the sum over the matched sample.

V(y|z)1
Vft

V(x|z)J

Now if we put Chi= 6(y.x| z) V h and Vh = »!= na = n we have

V(Ti)=

(±
m

fj_
m

r

n

l\
n E

j

Yhi- 6(y. XI z)Xh| I (Yh- 6(y. x | z)Xh
P,.

, v(ylz)

I
Y (yhi- 6(y-x|z)Xh|
2/ Ph.

-{Y-6(x, y|z)X;

n

,:aza.v(T.)

Hence the proposed strategy 1 is better than Chaudhurl and Amab's
[1] strategj*^. It was already shown by Chaudhuri and Amab that
their strategy is better than Raj's [5] strategy. Hence strategy 1 is
better than Raj's strategy as well. Thus we can always improve on
Raj's and Chaudhuriand Arnab's strategy by (i) strati^ng theinitial
sample Sj (ii) taking matched samples firom respective strata by
proportional allocation and (iii) using the estimator tj on taking cj,,
= 6(x, y Iz) in T,(h) for h = 1 L.

Taking some numerical data on the j^elds of barley and maize
in two successive years treated as x and y and the area under the
crops as z we checked that for several combinations of the
parameters involved, the strategy 3 fares the best and strategy 1
better than the strategies 4-6. Details are easy to check and hence
omitted to save space.
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